
 

How Working with Michael Davis Is Different 
I’ve been in your shoes. Whether you’re speaking in-person or live-streaming to a camera, you 
can become a more confident, influential and persuasive speaker. I work with you to 
uncover your most impactful stories and find your unique voice that helps you quickly earn the 
trust of every audience and increases your influence and impact. 

As a full-time professional speaker, trainer, and consultant I’ve worked with entrepreneurs, 
professional speakers and TEDx speakers since 2011. I’m the author/contributing author of 6 
books including, ‘THE Book on Storytelling’ and the Kindle series ‘Sell More With Stories.’ 

Distinctions of Working With Michael Davis  
I’m often called a ‘speech coach’ or ‘storytelling coach,’ but I see myself as a communication 
problem-solver. The spoken word is the most persuasive form of communication you have. In 
our technological-age, most haven’t learned how to effectively create and deliver presentations 
that impact the way people think, feel, and act. 

My experiences as a speaker, coach and trainer — combined with the wisdom of my world-class 
coaches and mentors — give you one-of-a-kind insights on developing and delivering 
unforgettable speeches and stories.  

You’ll also gain the benefit of my 500+ virtual presentations, coaching sessions, speeches and 
trainings, plus the reading, writing, and trial-and-error experience I’ve gone through as a 
speaker and storyteller.  
  
Our work together will be tailored to your strengths, personality, and specific needs. With me, 
there is no cookie-cutter because you're no cookie.  

“Michael Davis was one of the best coaches I ever worked with. I would recommend Michael 
as a story and speaking coach to anyone with a high stakes talk to give. Michael will help you 
take your speech from good-to-great!”   
                             ~ LTC (Ret.) Scott Mann, Green Beret, 3-time TEDx Speaker, Author, Trainer 

You’ll pick up big-picture speech and story creation strategies along with the nuts-and-bolts of 
each part of your presentation so that you speak with more confidence, influence and 
persuasion every time. As you move through this process, you’ll establish a more positive 
mindset, acquire effective pre-speech planning habits and pick up a post-presentation 
assessment so your presentations have the greatest possible impact. 

“Michael Davis truly has a gift in connecting with the heart of each person he works with and 
helping them to unleash their story into their talk. All of the (TEDx) speakers raved about his 
work with them. Each of them has had broad experience in speaking, but they all felt that 
working with Michael raised the bar on their ability to speak.” 
                       ~ Allison Gars, Lead Speech Coach, TEDx Cincinnati 
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TWO for the price of ONE: You’ll also receive the best speech and story insights I’ve gained 
from my work with Hall of Fame and World Champion speakers, a Hollywood script consultant 
and a long-time Las Vegas headliner. You don’t have to invest in additional coaching or 
time — I’ll provide their wisdom and skills that each of them has accumulated and passed on. 

“Investing in Michael is one of the best investments I have ever made. If you need to improve 
your presentation or speech, I highly recommend you consider hiring Michael.  It is one of the 
best investments you can make in your own growth.”       
               ~ Natalie Holder.  Founder, QUEST Diversity 

My bias is toward simple solutions. You don’t influence and persuade when you confuse 
people. Simple SELLS. Simple WORKS.  The information you’ll get is clear, actionable, and 
outcome-oriented. No theory. No gimmicks. Only tried-and-true. 

You’ll also pick up free, INSIGHTFUL information. Grab these resources from my website or my 
YouTube channel (Speaking CPR). Sign up for our complimentary 52 Storytelling tips so you 
know how to develop and deliver world-class stories every time. 

“I have subscribed to Michael's 52 storytelling tips and so far they are pure gold!”   
              ~ Artem Zavyalov 

I'm rather expensive so I work with a small number of clients who are serious about improving 
their speaking and storytelling skills. This enables me to give you extreme personal attention.   

Many of my clients are professional speakers THEMSELVES! That’s the best possible 
compliment — experts in my field choose to hire me.  Plus, I invest in and still work with the 
best in my field as well — the world class mentors you read about above. My ongoing access to 
them allows me to provide you the best and freshest presentation ideas. 

My combination of background, experience, and mentoring provides me a unique perspective 
that allows you to transform your presentations into unforgettable experiences for your 
audiences every time you speak on stage, on screen or on demand. 

“Even though I am a coach myself, I hired Michael to help me with my TEDx talk. Working with 
Michael is like efficiency on Red Bull. He helps you dig deep to find your most powerful 
story. He also helps you get to the heart of your story faster. If you have any question about 
whether you should work with Michael, the answer is “Yes! Do it now!”  
                          ~ Cecile Bastien Remy, Speech Coach and TEDx Speaker 

If this sounds like exactly what you’ve been looking for, we should 
talk. Contact me at 513.315.6825 or mike@speakingcpr.com
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